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Abstract- The newly admitted students for the undergraduate
programmes in the institutions of higher learning sometimes
experience some academic adjustment that is associated with stress;
many factors have been attributed to this, which most times, results in
the high percentage of failure and low Grade Point Average (GPA).
Computing the earlier academic achievements for these sets of
students would make one to be abreast of their level of knowledge
academically, in order to be well-informed of their areas of weakness
and strength. In this paper, an enhancement of Feed-forward Neural
Network for the creation of a network model to predict the students'
performance based on their historical data is proposed. In the course
of experimentations with Matlab software, two network models are
created using the existing and enhanced feed-forward neural network
techniques. The ability of these models to generalize is measured
using simulation methods. The enhanced nefwork model consistently
shows a high degree of accuracy and predicts well. The performance
of students predicted as outstanding, can also be supported
financially in the form of scholarship; while those that are found to
be academically weak can be encouraged and rightly counseled at the
early stage of their studies.

Keywords- data partitioning, neural networks, predictive model,
sfudents' performance

I. INrnoouCTIoN

HE technique of data mining is one of the established
methods that can be used to reveal knowledge from data
through the construction of models. Traditional data

analysis techniques make predictions about the future based on
a sequence of rules generated from past data; it creates
classifications based on these rules which contain empirical
knowledge t1]. The use of neural network technique is
relatively different from the process involved in statistics, as
the technique does not require identifuing empirical rules in
order to make predictions. lnstead, a neural network generates
a network model by mapping all the significant patterns and
relationships that exist among specified predictive attributes,
otherwise referred here as input. In a supervised learning, the
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network uses another specified attribute usually referred to as

target to predict an output
The technique of feed-forward neural network requires back

propagation algorithm for training and from the statistical
point of view, given enough hidden units and sufficient
training samples, multi-layered feed-forward network can
closely approximate any function [2]. This network is the most
popular neural network architecture and the network is known
for its analytical tractability and effectiveness t3].
Enhancement of this network technique is, therefore, inevitable
to sustain its performance.

One of the useful indicator to measure the network's
performance is the sum of square erors [4]; other common
performance measurement for numeric predictions are: mean
absolute error, mean square error, relative square error and
correlation coefficient [5]. The way data is partitioned also
play important roles in network generalization, essentially,
training data are expected to cover the full range of the input
space [6]. Earlier studies have also revealed some effective
ways by which errors can be significantly reduced in a network
during training. For instance, as proposed in [7], the study
showed that the error rate can be reduced by continuously
adjusting the weights of network connections, as this would
minimize the difference between the actual vector output of the
network and the target output vector.

The present paper presents a technique for improving the
performance of feed-forward neural network for efficient
exploration of educational data in order to achieve predictions
of high accuracy and better generalization. We organized the
rest of the paper as follows: In the next section, the concept of
modelling using neural network technique is discussed. In
section 3, some related works reported in the literature are
discussed. Section 4 discusses the proposed approach and in
section 5, the analysis of the results of this study based on the
enhanced and existing network models is presented. The study
is concluded in section 6.

II. Neuner Nrrwom Moosrnrc TrcnNlqurs
A neural network is a massively parallel distributed

processor, made up of simple processing units that has a
natural propensity for storing experiential knowledge and
making it available for use [8]. It resembles the brain in two
respects: knowledge is acquired by the network from its
environment through a learning process; also, interneuron
connection strengths, known as synaptic weights, are used to
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store the acquired knowledge.
Feed-forward neural network is a perceptron network with

one or more hidden layers, each network edge represents a
scalar information flow, so that the number of input neurons,
p, and the number of output neurons q specifies the input and
output dimensionality of the network, which then realizes a
function with p inputs and q outputs, f: RP - Rq.A common
training process for the purpose of learning in feed-forward
neural networks is the back propagation process [9]. The
techniques of neural networks can learn new associations,
patterns and functional dependencies; the learning changes the
network's memory either by updating its status or by adding
new facts and since the neural network does not use a
mathematical model of how a system's output depends on its
input, they behave as model-free estimates [l].

m. RsLA,rso Wom
In this section, some related work on enhancing the

performance of neural network and using neural network for
predictive model construction is discussed. Improving the
neural network performance in order to achieve a more
accurate prediction has been of interest to many researchers.
Some of the earlier works proposed in this area included:
improving how the neural network performs on new inputs
[0], improving the topology of the network [l l],
enhancement on algorithms for network training ll2l etc.

Designing the neural network architecture for a
satisfactory performance is a complex task; this most times
involve using several numbers of neurons in the hidden
layer(s), however, the use of pruning algorithm proposed in
[3] and constructive algorithms for structure learning in feed-
forward neural network proposed in tl4] provides some
elaborate methods.

The performance of feed-forward network is enhanced in
[3] using small-world topology and a similar network, but with
zero rewiring was tested using the same dataset. The
comparison of the results in both cases shows that the small-
world topology improved the performance of feed-forward
network. Earlier studies of supervised learning in a multi-
layered feed-forward network [15] revealed that, architecture
based on small-world reduces both learning error and training
time when compared to regular network.

The use of computer -aided optimal design proposed in
[6] is also another method aimed at improving neural network
predictive ability. In the study, the approach designed a
strategy based on statistical concepts in order to improve the
feed-forward network generalization. The study carried out
Monte Carlo-simulation based method to examine the
usefulness of the design approach in the context of feed-
forward network. Study in [17] proposed an enhancement of
the feed-forward network speed, the approach aimed at
determining the optimal bias and magnitude of initial weight

vectors based on multidimensional geometry. The study was
validated through simulations and comparative study.

The study in [8], proposed a modified particle swaffn
optimization algorithm to select the input weights and hidden
biases of single-hidden-layer feed-forward neural networks
with a view to improving the predictive ability of the learning
machine. The study was reported to have better generalization
performance. In the study proposed in [19], the authors argued
that the random input weight selection using Extreme
Learning Machine (ELM) algorithm may lead to an ill-
conditioned problem, which can lead to a solution that will be
numerically unstable. As an alternative, the study proposed
selection algorithm for an ELM with linear hidden neurons and
the resulting output was reported to have maintained accuracy.

AIso, the feed-forward network in its regular structure has
been widely used to create a network model for the purpose of
making predictions. Study in [20], identified data mining and
machine learning as techniques suitable for data exploration,
especially to predict the students' academic performance.

The dataset explored in the present work differentiate it
from several other related studies reported in the literature.
The explored dataset comprised of students' submissions
online while seeking admission to undergraduate programmes.
The relevant attributes suitable for students' performance
prediction are identified to implement the models constructed.
We inferred from the reviewed literature that, stored data
captured with respect of each registered student after a number
of semesters are what is widely reported for the prediction of
students' performance. Thus, creating a predictive learning
model with the data used in the present study would unveil the
background information about the students' achievement. The
present study also proposed some enhancement for the existing
feed-forward network before it is used to create the learning
model in order to ensure better accuracy

IV. Trrg PnoposED APPRoACH

In this section, the algorithm used for the partitioning of
dataset for learning purposes in the proposed approach is
represented in Figure l, the algorithm is implemented using
Matlab software. The study experiments on series of partition
options with a view to arriving at the data partitioning that
gives optimum results. The study compares the accuracy of
each model, especially as relates to how each network model
generalizes with the set of new inputs.

Several measures can be used to evaluate the success of
numeric predictions, Mean Absolute Error (MAE) is the
choice of error measurement to evaluate the accuracy of the
simulated outputs of each model in this study. Error computed
using MAE does not tend to exaggerate the effect of outliers
[5] as all sizes of error are treated evenly according to their
magnitude.
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4.1 Data Collection and Transformation

In order to implonent the proposed algorithm and predictive

models constructed in this study, we consider using a real life

data sets. Upon request, the dataset was released to us for the

purpose of this study at a public university in the north central,

irige.la. The candidates seeking admission for undergraduate

programmes were instructed to supply their detailed

information through the interface provided on the institution's

website. The reason for capturing data in most cases has no

bearing on using such data for modelling purposes; therefore,

the daL initially stored in Mysql in the portal were converted

to an Excel file for further processing.

Some of the variables that are considered to be suitable for

prediction are identified in these records. The study adopts

Lowledge-driven approach whereby, the domain knowledge

providedby the experts is relied upon. In order to effectively

use the technique of data mining to achieve the desired goals, a

cooperative effort of humans and computers is inevitable as

best results are achieved by balancing the knowledge of human

experts in describing problems and goals with the search

capabilities of computers [21]. Information received from the

Knowledge Domain Experts (KDE) and similar variables that

have been reported in the literature guided this study on the

choice of attributes, while other variables that are considered

to have low predictive relevance were discarded.

The success of data mining technique depends on many

factors, study proposed in[Zzlidentified quality and relevance

of the data as crucial to model performance, as data sets that is

noisy or redundant cannot reveal reliable knowledge. The five

selected attributes as shown in Table 1, serves aS the inputs,

while the overall achievement by each student which serves as

a pointer to their academic performance forms the target

attribute. The target is normalized to 100% based on (1)'

Fig. I Algorithm for the data division and error tracking during training process

where t: 'target attribute'
x: 'score achieved'
X: 'achievable score'
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serves as the target variabre and used together with other five
variables, to construct a supervised rearning neurar network
model. The attributes are briefly described:

- Admission Typ? & Result (ATR): The main entry mode to
Nigerian university is either through direct (by iresentinghigher institution resurt) or by participating i, it 

" 
*urauro.y

examination known as utme (unified t"iiury matricuration
examination); while the direct entry students 3oin the students
in second year at the university, utme students commence their
studies in the first year.

High School Result (HSR): In this paper, the quality of high
school result is determined and coded ina way that, ,i" iigt 

"oquality grade achieved in a subject is coded as 6, while the
lowest is coded as r. The west African Examination council
(WAEC) standard is adopted.

Attempt in High schoor Examination(AHSE):Briliant
students sit for examination only once and pass ail the subjectswhile average students may have to attempt such
examination one more time in order to achieve the required
result for further studies.

Student's Age: The human ability to recall or retain what is
stored in their memory, or learn new things a a faster rate,
varies with age; under normal condition, yiung". p"opt" u."
most favoured.

Pre-Admission screening Test (psr): This is the score
obtained by the students in the test conducted by the institution
to validate their achievements in ATR.

4.2 Experiments

Experiment I
In the first experiment, the data is partitioned and trained in

conformance with the algorithm shown in Figure l. The 1300
dataset is partitioned into three parts; the spe-cific percentagesof data used for training ur", 6g, 74 ind g0, while the
remaining data is divided in equar percentage for the purposeof validation and testing. ThL repeated experim"ni ,ho*.
marginal improvement for the training percentages 6g and 74
as the error rate decreases, while 

".,or.i.". snafoty witt gOX
training set. Specifically, with 74%o for traininj, Bpto for

validation and 13% for testing, a network model that
generalizes better and of high accuracy is achieved in this
study. The network configuration (see Figure 2) and
architecture of the proposed network model lseeligure J; i, u,
represented, while defaurts are maintained for cJnfiguration
settings that are not shown.

Sara.&ilisisrc: Indsfi
AJgorithrx .?-raix*rg: I*n-v:ephffgetarquardt

Nerm* f:X##:*::1-?fi#*,
properti* xuawber af;3"reurans: Zfr
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Fig. 2 Configuration of the feed_forward Bp network

The l\{ean Square Error (MSE) is computed during the
training which the varidation set monitors to signar the end of
training when an increase in error is noticed inlrder to avoid
over fitting. The MSE is computed using the formula in (2).

hfsE: ^ f {Y.- r'rl-;f=r't;- til (2)

where n is the number of samples, is the prediction and isthe target value. The MSE thus evaluates the quality of
predictions set in terms of its variation and degree of Lias.

Experiment 2

^ 
11 lh" second experiment, the motive was to use the regular

feed-forward to create moder using the same dataset and
configuration settings used in Lodel construction in
experiment r. The network in its defaurt stnrcture in Matrab
implementation partitions dataset to 60yo for training ,20yo for
validation and, 20o/o for testing. other parameters are Ieft intheir default settings

I n p.tlt
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Fig. 3 The Feed-forward Neural Network Architecture

4.3 Accuracy meosurement

The network models are evaruated by simulating them using250 new unkained inputs. This is to determine the
performance accuracy of both network moders using a dataset
that 

it has not previousry seen. The simulation resurti based on
the enhanced feed-forward network is represented in Figure 6,

while Figure 5 represents the resurt of simulating model
created using feed-forward network in its regurar strucLre.

The Mean Absolute Error (MAE) is lomputed on the
resulting output for each experiment to determine the pattern
of error associated with each dataset division that are used for
creating the network model. This is for the purpose of making
comparisons and to identitz the best partition among the

,&=_
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various partition options" The MAE computation is based on
(3).

lr, - *tl* *-. * lp.* - oo 
I

MAE =

The predicted values of the test instances are pl, p2,...., pni
the actual values are al, a2,...., an. while n is the number of
sample dataset.

The neural networks techniques does not generate rules or
relationship between the input and output results, but as a
machine learning technique, it is able to fit a model from the
data. Additional information provided by the knowledge
domain expert is shown in Table 2, this is for the purpose of
predicting the students' performance based on the network
outputs. The table contains the acceptable students'
performance information. The achievement by each student as

predicted by the network model is therefore, mapped to status
and performance for final decision making.

TABI-8tr
STI]DENTS' PERFORMANCE BASED ON I(DE

Status Achievernent Performance

did not have its trained dataset spanned through the input
space enough, as only few similarities can be identified and

several students are shown to have achieved almost the same

score and above 90.
10s

0 90 100 15C 20t'

SiB,,fated srmdes

Fig. 5 Simulated results using the regular M- forward network

Srrulaec sar$e;

Fig. 6: Simulated results using the enhanced feed-forward network

The experimental results of partitioning dataset to 60Yo,

68Yo,74oh and 80% for training, while the remaining dataset

takes equal percentages for validation and testing purposes is
illustrated in Table 3. The enhanced network delivers the
lowest error (see Table 3); the present study have therefore
shown that, the enhanced network generalizes well than the
existing network in its regular structure that has a default
partition of 600/o

{3}

fusk free

Low risk

75 >: t <:100 Outstanding

60>:t<:74 Good

Medium risk 50 >: t <:59 Average

where't' is the overall students' achievement which serves as the target
output in the network model

V. ExpSRTN4ENTAL Rrsulrs ANo ANarysrs

A. Figttres and Tables

It can be seen that, the enhanced network model records a

very low error. Also Figure 4 is the target for the trained input
attributes which comprises of 1300 datasets. Comparing this
figure to the simulated results in Figures 5 and 6, it can be seen

that Figure 6 which is the result of a simulation using the
enhanced network shares similar characteristics with the target

t 200 {00 
,,,,H", *,,r,"* ,-tlor. 

i00tr 12lt 1!00

Fig. 4 The target for the trained inputs
It can be inferred from Figure 5 that the existing network

represented in Figure 4.
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VI. CoNcrusloN

This paper show the technique through which the
performance of feed-forward neural network can be enhanced
in order to boost the prediction accuracy of a network model.
The configuration of the network and how the data to be
trained are partitioned is paramount to the overall network
performance. This is often the case whenever a model is to be
constructed with varied data points. The results of comparing
the two network models developed in the course of thirstudy
have shown that, the proposed approach is capable of
producing a more accurate and reliable network model than the
existing technique. while the proposed approach will be more
useful when big or moderate data is to be trained, the network
model created using the existing technique that train 60% of
the data set can do well with small datasets. The study explores
several options by which dataset can be partitioned to improve
the performance of the network and a stable network model
that generalizes well, especially, when new untrained inputs
are to be predicted is achieved. The enhanced network model
created in this study delivers consistent and relatively low
error when evaluated using simulation methods. The network
model created using the enhanced feed-forward technique is,
therefore, suitable for creating a network model that can
c onsistently predict well.
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